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Geoffrey Chaucer Biography - Encyclopedia of World Biography Geoffrey Chaucer, father of English Literature. Quotes, biography, works, articles, and links to additional resources. Geoffrey Chaucer - Author, Poet - Biography.com Chaucer and his works - Special collections - University of Glasgow Geoffrey Chaucer Author of The Canterbury Tales - Goodreads Author of the immortal Canterbury Tales, GEOFFREY CHAUCER ca. 1340—1400 is the undisputed father of English poetry. His pitch-perfect, melodic The Canterbury Tales - The British Library. folke will joyne me on thys April first for readinge and celebratinge and foolinge. Lat us maken melodiye. posted by Geoffrey Chaucer 3:14 PM 0 comments Geoffrey Chaucer - Shmoop The first great English poet, Geoffrey Chaucer lived in a turbulent period of war, plague, social revolt, religious heresy and murdered kings. But this society was Geoffrey Chaucer c.1343-1400 - Luminarium Mar 6, 2015. Geoffrey Chaucer c. 1343 – October 25, 1400? was an English author, poet, philosopher, bureaucrat, courtier and diplomat. Although he Read a concise biography about Geoffrey Chaucer the first great poet to write in English and author of 'The Canterbury Tales'. Geoffrey Chaucer: The Poetry Foundation Before William Shakespeare, Geoffrey Chaucer was the preeminent English poet, and he remains in the top tier of the English canon. He also was the Geoffrey Chaucer: The Founder of Our Language - YouTube Geoffrey Chaucer was born in London sometime between 1340 and 1344 to John Chaucer and Agnes Copton. John Chaucer was an affluent wine merchant Who was Chaucer? Books The Guardian Geoffrey Chaucer is the most famous writer of Medieval England. Geoffrey Chaucer immortalised Medieval England in the 'Canterbury Tales' – the stories of Oct 3, 2006. Features materials from Harvard University's Chaucer classes. Geoffrey Chaucer - History Learning Site Apr 24, 2015. Geoffrey Chaucer, born c. 1342/43, London?, England—died October 25, 1400, London, the outstanding English poet before Shakespeare Personal Background Geoffrey Chaucer occupies a unique position in the Middle Ages. He was born a commoner, but through his intellect and astute judgments Geoffrey Chaucer - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Browse through Geoffrey Chaucer's poems and quotes. 73 poems of Geoffrey Chaucer. Phenomenal Woman, Still I Rise, The Road Not Taken, If You Forget Me, Geoffrey Chaucer Biography List of Works, Study Guides & Essays. Shmoop guide to Geoffrey Chaucer. Biography & history of Geoffrey Chaucer, written by PhD students from Stanford, Harvard, Berkeley. ?The Canterbury Tales: General Prologue by Geoffrey Chaucer: The, Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote, / The droghte of March hath perced to the roote, / And bathed every veyne in swich licour / Of which vertú engendred is . Geoffrey Chaucer English writer Britannica.com English poet Geoffrey Chaucer, who wrote the unfinished work, The Canterbury Tales. Poet Geoffrey Chaucer was born circa 1340 in London, England. He died October 25, 1400 c. in London, England, and was the first to be buried in Westminster Abbey's Poet's Corner. English poet Geoffrey Chaucer wrote the unfinished work, The Canterbury Tales. Poet Geoffrey Chaucer was born circa 1340 in London, England. He died October 25, 1400 c. in London, England, and was the first to be buried in Westminster Abbey's Poet's Corner. Geoffrey Chaucer Biography - CliffsNotes The Life and Writings of Geoffrey Chaucer, award-winning Professor Seth Lerer's masterful course on one of Western literature's most enduring poets, is a . Geoffrey Chaucer - The Literature Network English poet, born in London between 1340 and 1345 died there, 25 October, 1400. John Chaucer, a vintner and citizen of London, married Agnes, heiress of The Geoffrey Chaucer Website Homepage ?HTML version in original Old English. Includes a glossary and other resources. Get information, facts, and pictures about Geoffrey Chaucer at Encyclopedia.com. Make research projects and school reports about Geoffrey Chaucer easy with Chronology of Geoffrey Chaucer's life and times Geoffrey Chaucer was born in London sometime around 1343, though the precise date and location of his birth remain unknown. His father and grandfather CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Geoffrey Chaucer - New Advent Geoffrey Chaucer. Biography of Geoffrey Chaucer and a searchable collection of works. Geoffrey Chaucer - Geoffrey Chaucer Poems - Poem Hunter 'The Canterbury Tales' by Geoffrey Chaucer c.1345-1400 was enormously popular in medieval England, with over 80 copies in existence from the 1500s. Life and Writings of Geoffrey Chaucer Prof. Lerer-Literature Jan 20, 2012 - 12 min - Uploaded by Jaclyn B. StevensBrief biography of 14th Century poet, Geoffrey Chaucer with a focus on his most famous work §1. Chaucer's Life. VII. Chaucer. Vol. 2. The End of the Middle Ages Chronology of Chaucer's life and cultural and historical events. Geoffrey Chaucer Facts, information & pictures Encyclopedia.com Geoffrey Chaucer Academy of American Poets OF the date of the birth of Geoffrey Chaucer we have no direct knowledge. But indirect evidence of various kinds fixes it between 1328, when his father, John Geoffrey Chaucer Hath a Blog Chaucer Biography and Timeline Jan 24, 2015. In 1386 Geoffrey Chaucer endured the worst year of his life, but he also made his best decision, or at least the decision for which we're most BBC - History - Geoffrey Chaucer Called the father of English poetry, Geoffrey Chaucer is ranked as one of the greatest poets of the late Middle Ages C. E. 476 c.–1500. He was admired for his Geoffrey Chaucer 1342-1400 - The Canterbury Tales in middle. Chaucer's Biography: The following summary is based largely on A Chaucer Chronology in John H. Fisher's Complete Poetry and Prose of Geoffrey Chaucer,